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Abstract— Now a day’s many of the industries are used different automation methods and techniques  for the data acquisition and 

controlling purposes. The intention of this project is to design and implement an online embedded web server for data acquisition 

purpose and controlling the connected equipments through a webpage using an ARM cortex processor, to reduce the cost of the 

current system, such as PLC SCADA. In this project the sensor data outputs are transmit and monitored in the LAN (Local area 

networks) through the Ethernet. By implementing this type of monitoring and controlling it opens a easy way to handle the 

systems and equipments and also achieve the real-time controlling .In this project the main purpose is to implement a web server 

in the ARM 1768 cortex processor .TCP/IP protocols are used for the controlling puposes.The different sensor outputs can be 

transmitted to the processor and that analog values can be converted to the corresponding digital values. Those digital values are 

transmitted through local area networks through the Ethernet cables. From the webpage we can monitor the different sensor 

outputs and if there is any value cross the predefined values, from the web page we can stop the equipment manually. Here we are 

using three sensors such as Temperature sensor, Gas sensor, Flow sensor and also uses a pot meter, to analyze the fast variations 

in the web page values. We can also start the operation of an equipment from the web page using the control mechanism. 
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I.  LITERATURE SURVEY  

 

        In this project the main intention is to achieve the data acquisition and controlling by a low cost technology for the industrial 

purposes .For achieving this technology there is a lot of  researches and experiments are going on different areas such as 

parameter monitoring ,in the case of industries we have to find out different parameters like temperature, humidity,pressure,gas 

leakage and different voltages .These all are done using the direct controlling using the PC ,but it should take more memory.PLC 

–SCADA  technologies are the another one and most familiar for controlling a plant, but this too have a disadvantage is the 

integration and controlling of PLC through a webpage is difficult and it very costly. Olden days RS232, RS485 are used but it 

also standard and very costly.Profinet, device net are other embedded technologies but they don’t have any control units. Now a 

day’s internet based controlling and monitoring are well established and that will help us in different area in humans day today 

life such as security systems, security camera systems these all are monitored from anywhere around the world using the normal 

internet browser. Web accessed system give low cost and good functionality and widely acceptable technology. 

 

             Here web server embedded into the different instruments and the values can be monitored through a web page. In 

industries any parameters such as temperature pressure etc should vary according to the different biological processes, some sort 

of chemical reactions .It is necessary to control temperature, pressure to avoid the misbehaviour of different instruments. So we 
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here implement a low cost web server to monitor and control. The arm processor based embedded ethernet system is implemented 

in NXP 1768-[6][7].That system is communicate with the server using DP83848 tranceiver, from this they can send the data to 

the internet interface. The software part of this included designing the codes for ADC design, communication between the 

ethernet cables and the display functions of LED. Embedded systems plays the most important role in the daily life [11].It can be 

such as in the form of music players, modems, routers etc.The embedded system which means the combination of hardware and 

software and different technologies included in a system for a proper function [10].PLC –SCADA based wireless technology also 

introduced [4] in this case we are introduced the zigbee technology, but the range of this type of low.GPRS based LAN monitor 

and controlling gives us a new platform for this project [6].It is mainly developed for the expansion of various networks. That will 

help us monitor the LAN networks brilliantly S.suganya [2]proposed how to control the equipment connected in a webserver.Rai 

Yang [6]proposed how to integrate the web server with ethernet with the web server and how to monitor the sensors using Arm 

processor. The ethernet module is inbuilt in the [8]this NXP 1768 board. The major advantages of this project are to reduce the 

cost, power consumption instead of using PLC s. 

 

II. INTRODUCTION 

 

       Web paged communication systems play an important role in our daily life. Now a days we are using different embedded 

systems for the home security systems, Home automation techniques, different type of utility meters. We can monitor all those 

systems from anywhere from the world. It should also give a low cost and low power consumption technology. Here we are 

implementing a web server and it gives the data from the different sensors to the web page according to the data output we can 

monitor and control the data through it. In this case we have chosen LPC1768 Header Board for the hardware development. In 

this board an inbuilt ethernet module is present. In this project most of the portion is software dependent. The  main objective of 

this project is to develop an online data acquisition and controlling system using the ARM processor .This ARM processor has a 

multitasking capability increase the speed of the total processes .Here we a using an embedded ‘C’ For the web server application. 

When the ARM processor is combined with the different RTOS I will reduce the data acquisition time. 

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

 
   

Figure 1. Block Diagram of embedded web server 

                                                

                              III . WORKING PRICIPLE 

 

         In this project the ARM cortex microcontroller LPC 1768contains an inbuilt ethernet controller DP83848.Here the different 

output from different sensors is given to the ARM Cortex .The analog signals from the sensor outputs is converted to the digital 

formats .Before all doing this we should configure the input output ports and ADC ports using the software programming. The 

converted value is then passed to a new array that contains the HTML page format. These values is copied to the predefined 

places .That array is passed through a web converter program gives a constant packet of data. It is a dynamic process.  
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     The page is then transmitted through the LAN cable .In a web browser we should give a same IP of the kit .If it is correct 

output will show on the webpage. If the value is more than the limit a red colour shown on the bar graph. Here we can handle the 

equipment from a stop button present on the webpage. If we want to start that process start button is also shown on graph, this the 

e controlling mechanism 

                          

 
 

Figure 2. .Diagram of LPC 1768 chip 

 

  The above picture shows the NXP 1768-S board .In this board contains the ARM processor and the ethernet communication 

system .The crystal oscillator produce 12 MHz for the controller and 50MHz for ethernet .It also contain USB port, ethernet jack 

etc. 

IV. FLOW CHARTS 

 

 
Figure 3.Flow diagram of the process 
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In this project after starting the process, the first task is to initialize input/output pins for the GPIO and ADC using the software 

programs. The next level process is to initialize the low level initialization it includes the processes shown in the Figure 4, such as 

configure the PINSEL for the ethernet pins and configure the E-MAC registers and configure the ethernet port for the data 

transmission and reception. Check the link status and IP address and also configure the timer functionalities for the transmission 

and reception of the data’s through the ethernet module .Using TCP/IP protocol we can check the availability of the port then pass 

all the values to the different computers through LAN.Figure 5 shows the HTTP 

 

 

 
Figure 4.Flow diagram for TCP low level initialization 
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Figure 5.Flow chart of a HTTP server  

      

                               V.   RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

 

The result of the different sensors and before the process given In this case there is no values is passed it over the ethernet and 

HTML page with no ADC value is shown in this page. In the figure 7, 8 we can see the different ADC output that all are below 

the maximum value so that the bar is green in color. If the values exceeded the limit a red bar is comes on the bars. Here we can 

stop button to control that equipment. Start button is used to restart the process 

 

 

 
Figure 6.Initial Readings 
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The real-time values converted into digital values through an ADC and that are transmitted to the 16 X 2 LCD and the webpage 

through the LAN. 

 

 
 

Figure 7 .Sensor outputs 

 
 

Figure 8.Temperature Sensor outputs 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

Successfully obtained the real-time values from different sensors .All the outputs shown in the web page using TCP/IP protocol 

through the LAN.The output are shown in the 16 X 2 LCD display alternatively. We can also control the Equipments from the 

button present in the webpage. In this system there are mainly two modules data acquisition and the Ethernet module. Both the 
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systems are integrated in the same board .It will provide a better performance than the older versions, ie Ethernet module added 

externally. Also this type of connections reduces the data loss .I also reduces the delay in the communication between the devices. 

This total system can have an ability to replace the current systems used in the different industries for the data acquisition and 

controlling with a low cost and highly reliable technology.  

   

        This type of data acquisition system has a wide variety of industrial applications. This can be used instead of SCADA 

(supervisory control and data acquisition) systems. Another usage of this type system is for the remote monitoring system.  
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